
Company Name Division Function Business outline

1 Risk Measurement Technologies Co., Ltd. Management CEO

We develop and provide risk management solutions. We specialise in probabilistic 

prediction of the occurrence of risk events, such as credit decision models. Currently, 

we are developing and providing a speech analysis engine that estimates emotions, 

drowsiness risk, etc. from speech utterances in order to predict risk events related to 

human.

2 Rakuten Europe Rakuten Capital Head of Investment Management Corporate venture capital

3 Ammermann Umwelttechnik GmbH Sales Managing assistant

We manufacture and decentralized wastewater treatment system developed in Japan 

and Germany. Our strength is in stable and good performance even small size of 

products that are installed in each house. We aim to take that advantage of the 

features to market them in Europe and its areas of influence.

4 CoeFont Co.,Ltd. CEO Business of providing services related to AI voice using artificial intelligence

5 Thermalytica Inc. Corporate strategy department Head of Department Thermalytica is leading the global implementation of TIISA, a superinsulation material, 

with the aim of creating the sustainable future.

6 LocationMind Inc. Space Division Business Development Geospatial data analysis, GNSS signal security

7 MORII    Co.,Ltd. HEADQUARTERS Executive Director

With a foundation stretching over 90 years, our company specializes in the 

manufacture of forged and cast products. We excel in catering to needs for multi-

variety small-quantity production with a quick delivery and high-quality assurance. Our 

offerings encompass the manufacturing and sales of engine components, transmission 

parts, and chassis components. Through an integrated production system ranging 

from material procurement, machining, surface treatment, to assembly, we respond to 

a diverse array of customer needs. We undertake and mass- produce metal 

component processing orders from major heavy industries and automobile 

manufacturers, building trust with assured quality over the years.

Traditionally, the core of our manufacturing revolved around parts for trucks, forklifts, 

engines, transmissions, and chassis. However, in recent years, we have actively 

expanded into other fields such as railway and electrical construction components. 

With these new ventures, we are beginning to apply our cultivated technology more 

broadly, aiming for
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URL

https://rimtech.co.jp

https://capital.rakuten.com/

https://ammermann-gmbh.de/

https://coefont.cloud/

https://www.thermalytica.com/home-en/

https://locationmind.com/top-page-e/

https://www.morii-fk.com/
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